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Abstrat
Top-down and bottom-up theorem proving approahes eah have spei advantages
and disadvantages. Bottom-up provers prot from strong redundany ontrol but suer
from the lak of goal-orientation, whereas top-down provers are goal-oriented but often have
weak aluli when their proof lengths are onsidered. In order to integrate both approahes,
we try to ahieve ooperation between a top-down and a bottom-up prover in two dierent
ways: The rst tehnique aims at supporting a bottom-up with a top-down prover. A top-
down prover generates subgoal lauses, they are then proessed by a bottom-up prover. The
seond tehnique deals with the use of bottom-up generated lemmas in a top-down prover.
We apply our onept to the areas of model elimination and superposition. We disuss
the ability of our tehniques to shorten proofs as well as to reorder the searh spae in an
appropriate manner. Furthermore, in order to identify subgoal lauses and lemmas whih
are atually relevant for the proof task, we develop methods for a relevany-based ltering.
Experiments with the provers Setheo and Spass performed in the problem library TPTP
reveal the high potential of our ooperation approahes.
1. Introdution
Automated dedution is|at its lowest level|a searh problem that spans huge searh
spaes. In the past many dierent aluli have been developed in order to ope with
problems from the area of automated theorem proving. Essentially, for rst-order theorem
proving two main paradigms for aluli are in use: Top-down aluli like model elimination
(ME, Loveland, 1968, 1978) attempt to reursively break down and transform a goal into
subgoals that an nally be proven immediately with the axioms or with assumptions made
during the proof. Bottom-up aluli like superposition (e.g., Bahmair & Ganzinger, 1994)
go the other way by produing logi onsequenes from the input set until an obvious
inonsisteny is derived.
When omparing results of various provers (e.g., Sutlie & Suttner, 1997) it is obvious
that provers based on dierent paradigms often behave quite dierently. There are problems
where bottom-up theorem provers perform onsiderably well, but top-down provers poorly,
and vie versa. The main reason for this is that bottom-up provers often suer from the
lak of goal-orientation of their searh, but prot from their strong redundany ontrol
mehanisms. In ontrast, top-down provers prot from their goal-orientation but suer
from insuÆient redundany ontrol. This entails long proof lengths for many problems
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(e.g., Letz et al., 1994). Therefore, a topi that has ome into the fous of researh is the
integration of both approahes. Speially, ooperation between theorem provers (e.g.,
Conry et al., 1990; Shumann, 1994; Denzinger, 1995; Bonaina & Hsiang, 1995; Bonaina,
1996; Wolf & Fuhs, 1997; Fuhs, 1998b, 1998) based on top-down and bottom-up priniples
appears to be promising beause by exhanging information eah approah an prot from
the other. It is also possible to modify aluli or provers whih work aording to one
paradigm so as to introdue aspets of the other paradigm into it. This, however, requires a
lot of implementational eort to modify the provers, whereas our approah does not require
hanges of the provers but only hanges of their input. We an hene employ arbitrary
state-of-the-art provers.
Information that is well-suited for improving the performane of top-down provers are
lemmas dedued by bottom-up provers. These lemmas are added to the input of a top-
down prover and an help to shorten the proof length by immediately solving subgoals.
Normally, the employed proof proedures an signiantly prot from the proof length
redution obtained. The use of lemmas, however, also imports additional redundany into
the alulus. This means that an unbounded use of bottom-up generated lemmas without
using tehniques for hoosing only relevant lemmas (i.e. lemmas whih lead to a redution
of the searh eort to enumerate a proof) is not sensible. In this artile, in ontrast to other
approahes whih generate lemmas dynamially during the proof run (Astrahan & Stikel,
1992; Astrahan & Loveland, 1997), we want to employ a bottom-up prover for generating
lemmas in a preproessing phase. After the generation of a pool of lemma andidates
relevant lemmas are seleted from this pool and the formula to be refuted is augmented by
these bottom-up generated formulas.
The seond main aspet that we onsider is top-down/bottom-up integration by trans-
ferring information from a top-down prover to a bottom-up prover (e.g., Fuhs, 1998a).
Our approah is to transfer top-down generated subgoal lauses|whih essentially repre-
sent a transformation of an original goal lause into subgoals|to a bottom-up prover and
to augment its input by these lauses. This introdues a goal-oriented omponent into a
bottom-up prover whih an enable it to solve proof problems onsiderably faster. How-
ever, as is the ase with lemmas, an unbounded transfer of subgoal lauses is not sensible.
Thus, we generate again subgoal lauses in a preproessing phase and integrate only some
of these lauses into the input set of a bottom-up prover. This neessitates tehniques for
seleting relevant subgoal lauses , i.e. tehniques for seleting a set of subgoal lauses whih
an derease the searh eort of a bottom-up prover in order to nd a proof.
In order to examine this kind of top-down/bottom-up integration we restrit ourselves
to the bottom-up superposition alulus and the top-down onnetion tableau alulus.
These aluli are very important sine they are the basis for many high-performane the-
orem provers. For instane, the bottom-up provers Spass (Weidenbah et al., 1996) and
Gandalf (Tammet, 1997) that were most suessful in reent proving ompetitions employ
superposition and ordered paramodulation, respetively. The onnetion tableau alulus
(or its restrition model elimination) is also the basis for very suessful top-down provers,
e.g., Setheo (Moser et al., 1997) or METEOR (Astrahan & Loveland, 1991). In our
opinion the onepts introdued for superposition and the onnetion tableau alulus an
rather easily be transferred to other bottom-up and top-down aluli. Hene, the hoie of
these two aluli surely is justied.
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The artile is organized as follows. We start with a brief overview of superposition and
model elimination (Setion 2). Moreover, we disuss strengths and weaknesses of the aluli
in more detail and introdue our approah for ombining the strengths of both aluli. In
Setion 3 we address eets of the integration of ME subgoal lauses into the searh state of
a superposition-based prover. Furthermore, we desribe two variants of a relevany-based
ltering of subgoal lauses. Setion 4 deals with the use of bottom-up generated lemmas. We
disuss in detail the ability of the produed lauses in order to help derease proof lengths
for refuting a given set of lauses as well as to reorder the searh spae in an appropriate
manner. Based on this disussion, we introdue several relevany measures. In Setion 5,
an experimental study onduted with the high-performane theorem provers Setheo and
Spass reveals the potential of our tehniques. We have hosen these systems in order to
show that our onept an easily be integrated into existing systems and is even able to
improve on the performane of very powerful provers. Finally, in Setion 6 an overview of
related approahes for top-down/bottom-up integration onludes the artile.
2. A Framework for Coupling Top-Down and Bottom-Up Provers
In the following, we introdue typial representatives of top-down and bottom-up aluli
and disuss their strengths and weaknesses in detail. After that, we sketh the basis of our
methodology in order to ombine these aluli.
2.1 Automated Theorem Proving with Superposition and Model Elimination
The general problem in rst-order theorem proving is to show the inonsisteny of a set C
of lauses. A lause is a set of literals. As already disussed, theorem provers usually utilize
either top-down or bottom-up aluli for aomplishing this task.
Typially, a bottom-up alulus ontains several inferene rules whih an be applied
to a set of lauses that onstitute the searh state. Generally, the inferene rules an be
divided into two lasses: Expansion inferene rules permit the generation of new lauses
and ontration inferene rules delete lauses or replae them by others. The most popular
bottom-up alulus is the resolution alulus (Robinson, 1965). There, the expansion rules
are resolution and fatoring. The resolution alulus an be extended with ontration
rules, e.g. the deletion of tautologies. If equality is involved in a problem it is sensible to
employ the superposition alulus (Bahmair & Ganzinger, 1994), whih extends resolution
with spei rules suitable for handling equations. The expansion rules of the superposition
alulus are superposition, equality resolution, and equality fatoring. Again, additional
ontration rules suh as tautology deletion, subsumption, ondensing, and rewriting an
be employed. It is to be emphasized that for our study we employ the version of the
superposition alulus introdued by Bahmair and Ganzinger (1994). Speially this
entails that fatoring is only applied to positive literals.
A bottom-up theorem prover usually maintains a set F
P
of so-alled potential or passive
lauses from whih it selets and removes one lause C at a time. This lause is put into
the set F
A
of ativated lauses . Ativated lauses are, unlike potential lauses, allowed to
produe new lauses via the appliation of some inferene rules. The inferred new lauses
are put into F
P
. Initially, F
A
= ; and F
P
= C. The indeterministi seletion or ativation
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step is realized by heuristi means. To this end, a heuristi H assoiates a natural number
!
C
2 IN with eah C 2 F
P
, and the C 2 F
P
with the smallest weight !
C
is seleted.
An important property of heuristis is their fairness. A heuristi is alled fair if it selets
potential lauses in suh a manner that no lause remains passive innitely long. Usually
the fairness of the used heuristi implies that the prover is omplete, i.e. it an derive the
empty lause when obtaining an inonsistent input set (provided the underlying alulus is
omplete).
The main strength of bottom-up aluli and provers is their strong redundany ontrol.
On the one hand, many inferenes whih are denitely unneessary in a proof, e.g. infer-
enes involving tautologies, are omitted. On the other hand, ontration inferene rules like
subsumption avoid the repetition of expansion inferenes involving the same (or more in-
stantiated) lauses. A big disadvantage of bottom-up aluli is their lak of goal-orientation.
Beause ertain inferenes are favored over others due to the xed searh strategy and the
heuristi weight of the lauses part of it, it might be the ase that for a very long time only
lauses whih are not part of any proof are enumerated.
Model elimination is a typial top-down alulus whih we shall introdue in the form
of the onnetion tableau alulus (CTC) (Letz et al., 1994). In order to introdue CTC we
want to start with the basi (free variable) tableau alulus (e.g., Fitting, 1996) for lauses.
A tableau T for C is a tree whose non-root nodes are labeled with literals and that fullls
the ondition: If the immediate suessor nodes v
1
; : : : ; v
n
of a node v of T are labeled
with literals l
1
; : : : ; l
n
, then the lause fl
1
; : : : ; l
n
g (tableau lause) is an instane of a lause
in C. In the tableau alulus two inferene rules are used, namely the expansion and the
redution rule (e.g., Fitting, 1996). An appliation of the expansion rule means seleting a
lause from C and attahing the literals of a variant of it to a subgoal s whih is a literal
at the leaf of an open branh (a branh that does not ontain two omplementary literals).
Tableau redution loses a branh by unifying a subgoal s with the omplement of a literal
r (denoted by  r) on the same branh, and applying the substitution to the whole tableau.
Connetion tableau aluli work on onneted tableaux. A tableau is alled onneted
or a onnetion tableau if eah inner node v (non-leaf node) whih is labeled with literal
l has a leaf node v
0
among its immediate suessor nodes that is labeled with a literal l
0
omplementary to l. The inferene rules are start, extension, and redution. The start rule is
always the rst inferene step of a derivation. It permits a tableau expansion that an only
be applied to a trivial tableau, i.e. one onsisting of only one node. Note that the start rule
an be restrited to so-alled start relevant lauses without ausing inompleteness. Start
relevany of a lause is dened as follows. If C is an unsatisable set of lauses, we all
S 2 C start relevant if there is a satisable subset C
0
 C suh that C
0
[fSg is unsatisable.
Sine the set of negative lauses ontains at least one start relevant lause, we also onsider
a restrited alulus whih only employs negative lauses for the start expansion (CTC
neg
).
The redution rule is the same as in the onventional tableau alulus. Extension is a
ombination of expansion and redution. It is performed by seleting a subgoal s in the
tableau T , applying an expansion step to s, and immediately performing a redution step
with s and one of its newly reated suessors. Note that in the area of Horn lauses it
is suÆient to employ start and extension, i.e. the redution inferene is unneessary (e.g.,
Antoniou & Langetepe, 1994). Thus, we assume that we use versions of CTC or CTC
neg
that do not employ redution steps in the area of Horn lauses.
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CTC or CTC
neg
do not have spei inferene rules for handling equality. Instead, when
dealing with equality, the axiomatization must be extended by the reexivity, symmetry,
transitivity, and substitution axioms of the equality symbol. Indeed, the use of an axiomati
form of equality is in no sense optimal. But it is very diÆult to develop methods for using
built-in equality in tableau aluli that yield onvining results in pratie.
If a subgoal s beomes (after some inferenes) head of a losed (sub-)tableau we all the
obtained substitution a solution of s.
The notion of a tableau derivation and a searh tree is important: We say T ` T
0
if (and
only if) tableau T
0
an be derived from T by applying a start rule if T is the trivial tableau,
or by an extension/redution rule to a subgoal in T . The onnetion tableau alulus is not
(proof) onuent. In order to show the unsatisability of a lause set C, a searh tree, given
as follows, has to be examined in a fair way (eah node of the tree must be visited after a
nite amount of time) until a losed tableau ours. A searh tree T dened by a alulus
and a set of lauses C is given by a tree whose root is labeled with the trivial tableau. Every
inner node in T labeled with tableau T has as immediate suessors the nodes from the
maximal set fv
1
; : : : ; v
n
g, where v
i
is labeled with T
i
and T ` T
i
, 1  i  n.
Sine not only the number of proof objets but also their size inreases during the proof
proess, expliit tableaux enumeration proedures that onstrut all tableaux in T in a
breadth-rst manner are not reasonable. Hene, impliit enumeration proedures that apply
onseutively bounded iterative deepening searh with baktraking (Korf, 1985) are normally
used. In this approah iteratively larger nite initial parts of the searh tree T are explored
with depth-rst searh. A nite segment is normally dened by a so-alled ompleteness
bound (whih poses strutural restritions on the tableaux whih are allowed in the urrent
segment, see below) and a xed natural number, a so-alled resoure. Iterative deepening
is performed by starting with a basi resoure value n 2 IN and iteratively inreasing n
until a proof is found within the nite initial segment of T dened by one bound and n.
Prominent examples for ompleteness bounds are the depth bound , inferene bound , and
weighted-depth bound.
The depth bound limits the maximal depth of inner nodes (non-leaf nodes) in a tableau
where the urrent resoure n is the maximal depth permitted (the root node has depth 0).
In pratie, the depth bound is quite suessful (Letz et al., 1994; Harrison, 1996) but it
suers from the large inrease of the segment (dened by a resoure n) aused by an inrease
of n. The inferene bound allows a level by level exploration of the searh tree (e.g., Stikel,
1988). In omparison with the depth bound, the inferene bound makes a smooth inrease
of the searh spae possible, but it is inferior to the depth bound in pratie. In order to
ombine the advantages of the depth and the inferene bound, the weighted-depth bound
was introdued by Moser et al. (1997). This bound desribes a lass of possible bounds that
restrit the tableau depth and the number of inferenes allowed to infer a spei tableau.
Goal-orientation of CTC, as our typial top-down alulus, is given by the onnetedness
ondition. This ondition entails that every literal in a tableau bears a relation to the start
lause. The set of possible start lauses an normally be restrited to quite a small set of
lauses whih are suÆient in order to guarantee ompleteness (e.g., Moser et al., 1997),
e.g. the set of negative lauses as already mentioned. Thus, only ertain desendants having
a onnetion to a start (goal) lause are enumerated. A main problem of proofs with CTC
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Figure 1: Cooperation between a top-down and a bottom-up prover
is that in general they are rather long. In fat, CTC is among the weakest aluli when the
lengths of existing proofs are onsidered. Therefore, Letz et al. (1994) proposed extensions
of CTC whih are based on a ontrolled integration of the ut rule. These extensions an
also be seen as restrited lemma mehanisms. A further problem is that often during the
searh tableaux with the same or subsumed subgoals our repeatedly. There are some
extensions of the alulus proposed to overome suh problems. E.g., by Letz et al. (1994)
a restrited subsumption onept and by Astrahan and Stikel (1992) ahing tehniques
have been introdued.
2.2 Ahieving Cooperation by Preproessing and Input Augmentation
Our approah of integrating top-down and bottom-up provers by ooperation is hara-
terized by preproessing and input augmentation. Heneforth, let C be the initial lause
set whose inonsisteny should be shown. In the preproessing phase the bottom-up su-
perposition prover generates a set of lauses C
BU
suh that C j= C
BU
. Analogously, we
extrat from a ertain number of proof attempts of the ME prover a lause set C
TD
suh
that C j= C
TD
. Then, the input set C of the superposition prover is augmented by C
TD
,
and the input of the ME prover with C
BU
. After that both provers an proeed to work in
parallel. Figure 1 displays this kind of ooperation that is essentially based on a sequential
onatenation of both provers. The approah an be seen as a spei instantiation of the
general ooperation approah TECHS (Denzinger & Fuhs, 1998).
Sine the superposition prover works on a searh state whih ontains a set of lauses,
it is very easy to generate a set of valid lauses in a preproessing phase. A very simple
method is to perform a xed number i of ativation steps and to generate the lause sets F
A;i
and F
P;i
of ative and passive lauses. Then, we selet all fats, i.e. positive unit lauses,
from F
A;i
. Sine the inferenes of a superposition-based prover are sound, it produes
only logi onsequenes of C. As we shall explain in Setion 4 in more detail, it is not
sensible to add all generated positive units to the input of the top-down prover, i.e. to set
C
BU
= fC : C is a fat; C 2 F
A;i
g. However, it is wise to selet only some units with a
funtion '
BU
, i.e. C
BU
= '
BU
(fC : C is a fat; C 2 F
A;i
g).
Beause onnetion tableau-based provers have a searh state whih ontains dedutions
(tableaux) instead of lauses, it is at rst sight not obvious how to extrat valid lauses
from suh a searh state whih will be well-suited for a superposition-based prover. A
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ommon method in order to extrat valid lauses is to employ lemma mehanisms of ME
provers. Assume that a literal s is a label of the root node of a losed subtableau T
s
. Let
l
1
; : : : ; l
n
be the literals that are used in redution steps for losing T
s
and that are outside
of T
s
. Then, the lause f s; l
1
; : : : ; l
n
g may be derived as a new lemma (sine it is a
logial onsequene of the tableau lauses in T
s
). Suh a lemma ould be transferred to a
bottom-up prover. As appealing as this idea sounds, it has some severe restritions: Suh
lemmas usually are, e.g. due to instantiations whih were previously needed to lose other
branhes, not as general as they ould be. Hene, often they annot be used in inferenes,
and espeially not in ontrating inferenes whih are very important for bottom-up provers.
Sine these lauses are generated during the proof run in a rather unsystemati way they
do not really introdue muh goal-orientation and hene do not make use of the advantages
of the searh sheme typial for ME.
The onept of subgoal lauses permits the generation of lauses derived by inferenes
involving a proof goal:
Denition 2.1 (subgoal lause, subgoal lause set)
1. Let C be a set of lauses, let T be a tableau for C. A subgoal lause S
T
regarding T
is the lause S
T
= fl
1
; : : : ; l
n
g, where the literals l
i
are the subgoals of the tableau T .
2. Let B be a bound, n 2 IN be a resoure, and C be a set of lauses.
If CTC is used, the subgoal lause set S
B;n;C
w.r.t. B, n, and C, is dened by S
B;n;C
=
fS
T
: T is a tableau in the initial segment of the searh tree for C and CTC that is
dened by B and ng n C.
If CTC
neg
is in use, the subgoal lause set S
B;n;C
neg
is the set S
B;n;C
neg
= fS
T
: S
T
2 S
B;n;C
,
the start expansion of T is performed with a negative lauseg.
Note that subgoal lauses are valid lauses, i.e. logial onsequenes of the initial lause
set. The following example illustrates our notion of subgoal lauses.
Example 2.1 Let C = ff:gg; f:p
1
; : : : ;:p
n
; gg; f:q
1
; : : : ;:q
m
; ggg. Then, f:p
1
; : : : ;:p
n
g
is the subgoal lause S
T
belonging to the tableau obtained when extending the goal :g with
the lause f:p
1
; : : : ;:p
n
; gg. If we employ B = inferene bound (Inf ) and resoure k = 2,
then S
B;k;C
= S
B;k;C
neg
= ff:p
1
; : : : ;:p
n
g; f:q
1
; : : : ;:q
m
gg.
A subgoal lause S
T
represents a transformation of an original goal lause (whih is the
start lause of the tableau T ) into new subgoals realized by the dedution whih led to
the tableau T . The set S
Inf ;k;C
is the set of all possible goal transformations into subgoal
lauses within k inferenes if we onsider all input lauses to be goal lauses, the set S
Inf ;k;C
neg
is the set of all possible goal transformations into subgoal lauses within k inferenes if we
only onsider the negative lauses to be goal lauses. More exatly, S
Inf ;k;C
is the losure
of all (goal) lauses w.r.t. (a xed number k of) extension and redution steps, S
Inf ;k;C
neg
is
the losure of all negative (goal) lauses w.r.t. k extension and redution steps.
In order to ouple an ME and a superposition prover, we generate in the preproessing
phase with the inferene bound and a xed resoure k > 1 either the set S
Inf ;k;C
or the set
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S
Inf ;k;C
neg
, depending on whether CTC or CTC
neg
is used. It is not sensible to set C
TD
=
S
Inf ;k;C
or C
TD
= S
Inf ;k;C
neg
and to augment the input of the bottom-up prover by this set
(see Setion 3). Thus, we use again a lter funtion '
TD
for seleting some subgoal lauses.
That is, C
TD
= '
TD
(S
Inf ;k;C
)  S
Inf ;k;C
or C
TD
= '
TD
(S
Inf ;k;C
neg
)  S
Inf ;k;C
neg
.
Finally, we want to explain how our method|preproessing and augmentation of the
input of the provers|is indeed well-suited for overoming the disadvantages of the provers.
We start with the top-down prover. Usually the lauses C
BU
generated by a superposi-
tion prover are quite general beause speialized lauses are eliminated by subsumption or
rewriting. It is hene quite probable that they an often be used for losing open branhes
of tableaux enumerated by a top-down prover without instantiating the tableaux. If suh
a kind of lemma mathing (e.g., Iwanuma, 1997) is possible we are able to lose branhes
without introduing new subgoals or reduing the possibility that the remaining subgoals
are solvable. If subgoals whih often our in tableaux an be solved, the lemmas are a
good means for redundany ontrol. Moreover, sine the searh sheme of a superposition
prover diers from that of an ME prover it is to be expeted that it an generate lauses
with few inferenes that an lose a branh whih ould only be losed by many inferenes
when using no lemmas. Then proof lengths are drastially redued. See Setion 4 for a
more detailed desription of the use of lemmas.
The input of a superposition prover is augmented by subgoal lauses whih are the result
of a transformation of an original goal lause into subgoals. Hene, the goal-orientation of
a superposition prover is inreased if it uses suh transformed goal lauses in its inferenes.
Sine the ME prover employs a dierent searh sheme it an very quikly ondut ertain
steps that the superposition prover annot reonstrut beause of its heuristi searh. The
searh for a proof an then be redued.
3. Subgoal Clauses for Top-Down/Bottom-Up Integration
In this setion we examine the integration of subgoal lauses into the input set of a su-
perposition prover. At rst we assume that all subgoal lauses generated within a ertain
number of inferenes are added to the input set and we give some results regarding proof
length and searh redution. After that, we explain the neessity of seleting only some
subgoal lauses and introdue two seletion methods based on the theoreti disussion.
3.1 Redution of Proof Length and Searh through Subgoal Clauses
The ooperation method introdued in the preeding setion gives rise to the question of
whether a proof length redution is possible, i.e. whether there are shorter superposition
proofs of the inonsisteny of C [ S
Inf ;k;C
or C [ S
Inf ;k;C
neg
than of the inonsisteny of C.
(Note that we measure the length of a proof P by ounting the number of inferene steps
jP j in it.) Sine some inferene steps are neessary for enumerating subgoal lauses we
should try to nd out whether these inferenes an be saved when using the lauses.
This question is mainly of theoretial interest beause in general bottom-up provers
do not enumerate minimal proofs. Moreover, bottom-up provers usually perform a lot
of unneessary inferenes. It is more important to analyze whether a bottom-up prover
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an benet from the use of subgoal lauses in the form of a proof searh redution, i.e.,
a redution of the number of inferenes the prover needs in order to nd a proof. It is
partiularly interesting to identify the ases of maximal proof searh redution.
3.1.1 Subgoal lause generation via CTC
Firstly, we examine the ase where we employ alulus CTC, i.e. generate S
Inf ;k;C
. We
assume further that no equality is involved in the problem, i.e. superposition orresponds
to (ordered) resolution.
Theorem 3.1
1. Let C be a set of ground lauses not ontaining equality, let 2 62 C, and let k > 1 be
a natural number. Let P
1
and P
2
be minimal length resolution refutation proofs for C
and C [ S
Inf ;k;C
, respetively. Then, it holds: jP
1
j > jP
2
j.
2. For eah k > 1 there is a set of (non-ground) lauses C
k
not ontaining equality
(2 62 C
k
), suh that no minimal length resolution refutation proof for C
k
[ S
Inf ;k;C
k
is
shorter than a minimal length resolution refutation proof for C
k
.
Proof:
1. Note that no fatorization steps are needed in the ase of ground lauses (reall that
lauses are sets of literals). Then, the laim is trivial sine the result of the rst
resolution step of eah minimal proof is an element of S
Inf ;k;C
.
2. Let k > 1. Let C
k
be dened by C
k
= ff:p(x
1
); : : : ;:p(x
k
)g; fp(y
1
); : : : ; p(y
k
)gg.
Let >= ; be the ordering used for ordered resolution. Then, a minimal resolution
refutation proof for C
k
requires k 1 binary fatorization steps (resulting in the lause
fp(y
1
)g) and k resolution steps. Furthermore, it an easily be reognized that there
are in S
Inf ;k;C
k
only lauses whih ontain at least one positive and one negative literal.
Thus, none of these lauses an lead to a refutation proof for C
k
[S
Inf ;k;C
k
in less than
2k   1 inferenes. 2
Hene, a redution of the proof length is at least possible in the ground ase. The
(heuristi) proof searh of a resolution-based prover may not prot from the proof length
redution obtained. For example it is possible that all lauses of a minimal refutation proof
of C have smaller heuristi weights than the lauses from S
Inf ;k;C
and will hene be ativated
before them. Consider following example:
Example 3.1 Let >= ; be the ordering used for ordered resolution. Let the lause set C be
given by C = ff:a;:b; g; f:g; bg; fag; fgg; f:gg. The heuristi H orresponds to the FIFO
heuristi. Furthermore, for the rst n ativation steps (n 2 IN; n  9), resolvents of the two
most reently ativated lauses are preferred by H. Then, following lauses are ativated
by the prover (in this order): f:a;:b; g; f:g; bg; f:a;:g; g; fag; f:g; g; fgg; fg; f:g;2.
Furthermore, if the subgoal lauses of S
Inf ;k;C
are inserted behind the original axioms the
prover will nd the same resolution refutation proof for C [ S
Inf ;k;C
(k  0) and the proof
searh does not benet from a possible proof length redution.
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Sine the above example (espeially the hosen heuristi) is somewhat ontrived, it an
be expeted for many problems that lauses from S
Inf ;k;C
will be ativated. In this ase
there is also no guarantee that the proof searh is improved beause the subgoal lauses an
import additional redundany.
CTC diers|apart from the lak of fatorization|mainly in the handling of equality
from the superposition alulus. In the ase that equality is involved in the problem, a
proof length redution even for ground lauses is not guaranteed.
Theorem 3.2 For eah resoure k > 1 there is a set of ground unit equations C (2 62
C) where the minimal superposition refutation proofs for C [ S
Inf ;k;C
are not shorter than
minimal proofs for C.
Proof: Let >= ; be the ordering used for superposition. Consider the set of unit equations
C = ffa = bg; ff
k 1
(a) 6= f
k 1
(b)gg. We assume that >= ; is used as an ordering for
superposition. Then, a minimal superposition refutation proof for C requires two inferenes,
a superposition step into f
k 1
(a) 6= f
k 1
(b) resulting in the inequation f
k 1
(a) 6= f
k 1
(a),
and then an equality resolution step. In the set S
Inf ;k;C
are either non-unit lauses whose
refutation requires at least 2 inferenes or the units U = fff
i
(a) 6= f
i
(b)g; ff
j
(a) = f
j
(b)g :
0  i < k   1; 0 < j  k   1g. Sine the refutation of C [ U also requires 2 inferenes a
redution of the proof length is impossible. 2
In summary a redution of the heuristi searh for a proof annot be guaranteed be-
ause the proof length may not be reduible, the subgoal lauses may be ignored by the
superposition prover, or the subgoal lauses may import too muh additional redundany.
The two latter points also hold in the ground ase without equality where at least a proof
length redution is guaranteed.
The seond point is no real problem sine|as our experiments showed|usually subgoal
lauses will be ativated and will be involved in the searh proess of a prover. The risk that
subgoal lauses are ignored an be minimized by seleting espeially suh subgoal lauses
whih will take part in the searh with a high probability, e.g. lauses with a small heuristi
weight regarding the heuristi of a superposition prover. In our seletion proess we need
not use suh a fous aording to the experimental results. The rst and third point show
some theoretial weaknesses but in onnetion with appropriate relevany-based seletion
tehniques we ould observe in pratie that a restruturing of the searh aused by using
subgoal lauses allows proofs to be found faster.
3.1.2 Subgoal lause generation via CTC
neg
Seondly, we examine the ase where we employ the alulus CTC
neg
, i.e. generate S
Inf ;k;C
neg
.
Then, even for ground lauses not ontaining equality it is possible that minimal proofs
annot be shortened when employing subgoal lauses.
Theorem 3.3 There is a set of ground lauses C where no minimal length resolution
refutation proof for C [ S
Inf ;2;C
neg
is shorter than a minimal length resolution refutation proof
for C.
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Proof: Consider the following set C of lauses (again we employ >= ;):
C =
8
>
<
>
:
fl
4
; l
6
; l
7
g, fl
4
; l
6
;:l
7
g, fl
3
;:l
4
g,
fl
3
;:l
6
g, f:l
2
;:l
4
g, fl
4
;:l
5
;:l
6
g,
f:l
2
; l
5
g, fl
1
; l
2
;:l
3
g, f:l
1
; l
2
;:l
3
g
9
>
=
>
;
Eah minimal refutation proof for this set requires 9 resolution steps, e.g.:
[1; ax℄ fl
4
; l
6
; l
7
g [10; res(1; 2)℄ fl
4
; l
6
g
[2; ax℄ fl
4
; l
6
;:l
7
g [11; res(6; 10)℄ fl
4
;:l
5
g
[3; ax℄ fl
3
;:l
4
g [12; res(3; 10)℄ fl
3
; l
6
g
[4; ax℄ fl
3
;:l
6
g [13; res(7; 11)℄ f:l
2
; l
4
g
[5; ax℄ f:l
2
;:l
4
g [14; res(5; 13)℄ f:l
2
g
[6; ax℄ fl
4
;:l
5
;:l
6
g [15; res(4; 12)℄ fl
3
g
[7; ax℄ f:l
2
; l
5
g [16; res(8; 9)℄ fl
2
;:l
3
g
[8; ax℄ fl
1
; l
2
;:l
3
g [17; res(14; 16)℄ f:l
3
g
[9; ax℄ f:l
1
; l
2
;:l
3
g [18; res(15; 17)℄ 2
Now, it holds:
S
Inf ;2;C
neg
=
(
f:l
2
; l
6
; l
7
g, f:l
2
; l
6
;:l
7
g, fl
1
;:l
3
;:l
4
g,
f:l
1
;:l
3
;:l
4
g, f:l
2
;:l
5
;:l
6
g
)
When enumerating all proofs for C [ S
Inf ;2;C
neg
one an reognize that the minimal proof
length annot be redued. 2
In the ase where equality is involved in our proof problems, we obtain a theorem
analogous to the previous one:
Theorem 3.4 For eah resoure k > 1 there is a set of unit equations C where the minimal
superposition refutation proofs for C [ S
Inf ;k;C
neg
are not shorter than minimal proofs for C.
Proof: In analogy to Theorem 3.2. 2
We an reognize that for CTC
neg
the results are essentially the same as for CTC. In
general the redution of the heuristi searh for a proof annot be guaranteed and proof
lengths may not always be redued. In pratie, however, we ould again observe that a
restruturing of the searh aused by subgoal lauses often allows proofs to be found faster.
In the following we simply assume that inferenes with subgoal lauses are not omitted
by a superposition prover, i.e. that they are involved in the proof searh. We want to
deal in more detail with the problem of identifying subgoal lauses whih an lead to a
large redution of the searh eort and how we an eÆiently selet suh subgoal lauses.
This problem has to be takled with heuristis sine there is|as we have examined|no
theoretial guarantee and also no method to deide whether subgoal lauses are useful.
3.2 Relevany-Based Generation of Subgoal Clauses
Even when using small resoures k the sets S
Inf ;k;C
and S
Inf ;k;C
neg
an beome quite large.
Thus, it is not sensible to integrate all subgoal lauses from S
Inf ;k;C
or S
Inf ;k;C
neg
into the
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searh state of a superposition-based prover. Integrating too many lauses usually does not
entail a favorable rearrangement of the searh beause the heuristi \gets lost" in the huge
number of lauses whih an be derived from many subgoal lauses. It is hene reasonable
to develop tehniques for ltering subgoal lauses that appear to entail a large gain in
eÆieny for a superposition prover if they an be proven. That is, we are interested in
ltering relevant subgoal lauses. As already desribed in Setion 2, we generate a set of
subgoal lause andidates and then we selet some subgoal lauses from this set. The hosen
subgoal lauses are added to the searh state of the bottom-up prover. In the following,
we will at rst introdue some riteria for measuring the relevany of a lause. Then, we
shall introdue two tehniques for generating subgoal lause andidates and deal with the
seletion of relevant subgoal lauses.
3.2.1 Relevany Criteria for Subgoal Clauses
Two main harateristis of subgoal lauses an ontribute to a speed-up of the proof searh.
Firstly, sine aording to Setion 3.1 subgoal lauses introdue additional redundany
it is important that some of the lauses an be proven quite easily, that is more easily than
the original goal(s). In order to estimate this, it is neessary to judge whether they an
probably be solved with the help of lauses of the input set. Measuring similarity between
a goal and other lauses with the tehniques developed by Denzinger and Fuhs (1994),
Denzinger et al. (1997), or Fuhs (1997) may be well-suited for this estimation.
Seondly, a solution of a newly introdued subgoal lause should not always entail a
solution of an original goal within few steps of the superposition-based prover. If this were
the ase then the integration of new subgoal lauses would not promise muh gain. Criteria
in order to estimate this are: Firstly, the transformation of an original goal lause into a
subgoal lause by an ME prover should have been performed by using many inferenes, i.e.
k should be quite high. Then, a solution of a new subgoal lause usually does not entail
a solution of an original goal within few steps beause the probability is rather high that
a bottom-up prover annot|due to its heuristi searh|quikly reonstrut the inferenes
needed to infer the original goal. Seondly, if there is a subgoal lause S
T
and some of
the tableau lauses of the tableau T have a high heuristi weight w.r.t. the heuristi of the
superposition-based prover, a high gain of eÆieny an be expeted if the prover an prove
S
T
. This is due to the fat that inferenes needed to infer the original goal using S
T
are
diÆult for the superposition-based prover.
3.2.2 Effiient Generation and Seletion of Subgoal Clauses
In order to generate a set of interesting subgoal lauses it is important that we employ a
large resoure for generating subgoal lauses. As we have already disussed, subgoal lauses
that are generated with a small number of inferenes do not promise muh gain beause
a bottom-up prover may easily reonstrut the inferenes needed to infer them. However,
it is not possible to generate all subgoal lauses S
Inf ;k;C
or S
Inf ;k;C
neg
for a suÆiently large
resoure k as subgoal lause andidates beause their huge number means that the osts of
generation and additional seletion are too high. Hene, we must restrit ourselves to a set
of subgoal lause andidates that is a subset of S
Inf ;k;C
or S
Inf ;k;C
neg
, k suÆiently large (see
Setion 5).
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Figure 2: Inferene-based generation of a set of subgoal lause andidates
Our rst variant, an inferene-based method, starts by generating subgoal lauses from
S
Inf ;k;C
or S
Inf ;k;C
neg
for a rather large resoure k and stops whenN
sg
subgoal lause andidates
are generated. The advantage of this method is that it is very easy and an be eÆiently
implemented. Tableaux are enumerated with a xed strategy for seleting subgoals for
inferenes (usually left-most/depth-rst) and for eah tableau its subgoal lause is stored.
The main disadvantage of this method is that due to the xed strategy and the limit of
the number of subgoal lauses, we only obtain subgoal lauses whih are inferred from
goal lauses by expanding partiular subgoals with a large number of inferenes and other
subgoals with only a small number of inferenes. (See also Figure 2: Ovals are tableaux
in a nite segment of the searh tree T , the lines represent the ` relation. Grey ovals
represent enumerated tableaux, i.e. their subgoal lauses are stored, white ovals represent
tableaux whih are not enumerated.) Thus, the method is somewhat unintelligent beause
no information about the quality of the transformation of an original goal lause into a
subgoal lause is used. Certain transformations are favored against others only due to the
uninformed subgoal seletion strategy.
Our seond variant, an adaptive method, tries to overome these disadvantages in the
following way: Instead of permitting more inferenes when generating subgoal lauses due
to an uninformed subgoal seletion strategy, we want to allow more inferenes at ertain
interesting positions of the searh tree T for a given set of lauses C.
In detail, our approah is as follows: At rst, we generate all subgoal lauses S
Inf ;k
1
;C
or S
Inf ;k
1
;C
neg
with a resoure k
1
whih is smaller ompared to the rst variant. Then, a
xed number N
ref
of subgoal lauses is hosen whih promise the highest gain of eÆieny
regarding the previously mentioned riteria. More exatly, we hoose subgoal lauses whih
are maximal w.r.t. a seletion funtion  . One possible realization of  is:
 (S
T
) = 
1
 I(S
T
) + 
2
max(fH(C) : C is a tableau lause in Tg)
+ 
3
max(fsim(S
T
; C) : C 2 C; jCj = 1g)
The higher the number of inferenes I(S
T
) whih are needed to infer S
T
, the higher
 (S
T
) should be. Hene, 
1
should be positive. Setting 
2
> 0 is also sensible. If there
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Figure 3: Adaptive generation of a set of subgoal lause andidates
are tableau lauses in T whih have a high heuristi weight regarding the heuristi H of
the superposition-based prover we an|as already disussed|gain a lot of eÆieny. The
funtion sim measures whether literals from S
T
an probably be solved with unit lauses
from C. It maps a pair of lauses to a real number. The larger sim(S
T
; C) the larger
the similarity between S
T
and the unit lause C. We utilize a variant of the funtion
onest whih is dened by Denzinger and Fuhs (1994) for aomplishing the task. We set

1
> 
2
> 
3
 0 due to the inreasing vagueness of the riteria.
Now, let M
N
ref
 S
Inf ;k
1
;C
or M
N
ref
 S
Inf ;k
1
;C
neg
be the set of hosen subgoal lauses.
Then, we generate subgoal lauses with a resoure k
2
but employ the lauses from M
N
ref
as
start lauses for the subgoal lause enumeration. We all the set of subgoal lauses generated
with this method S
Inf ;k
2
;C;M
N
ref
. (Consider also Figure 3: The dotted line shows whih
subgoal lauses are generated with resoure k
1
. Then some of them are seleted (blak ovals)
and used as starting points for the generation of new subgoal lauses with resoure k
2
.) The
resoure k
2
should again not be too high in order to allow a fast enumeration of the subgoal
lauses. The set of subgoal lause andidates is then given by S
Inf ;k
1
;C
[ S
Inf ;k
2
;C;M
N
ref
(if
we employ CTC) or by S
Inf ;k
1
;C
neg
[ S
Inf ;k
2
;C;M
N
ref
(if we employ CTC
neg
). Thus, subgoal
lause andidates are on the one hand all subgoal lauses derived with a ertain number k
1
of inferenes suh that it an be assumed that the proof length is redued. On the other
hand, we have some subgoal lause andidates whih are derived with a higher number of
inferenes, at most k
1
+ k
2
. These subgoal lauses promise a high gain of eÆieny beause
they are derived from subgoal lauses seleted with funtion  . That is, they are derived
from lauses whih are onsidered to be very relevant for a superposition-based theorem
prover.
For seleting subgoal lauses from the set of subgoal lause andidates we employ fun-
tion '|whih is mainly based on the funtion  |and selet lauses with the highest weight
regarding '. ' is dened by
'(S
T
) =  (S
T
)  (S
T
):
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 simply ounts a weighted sum of the number of variables in S
T
and two times the
number of funtion or prediate symbols in S
T
. Hene, quite \general" subgoal lauses are
preferred. This is sensible beause they an usually be solved more easily.
4. The Use of Lemmas in Model Elimination
In this setion we examine theoretial and pratial aspets onerning the integration of
superposition-generated lemmas into the input set of a model elimination prover. At rst,
we present some results regarding proof length and searh redutions. As before, we measure
the proof length by the number of inferenes in it. Proof searh is measured by the number
of inferenes the prover must perform in order to nd a proof. Then, we introdue some
methods for a relevany-based ltering of lemmas.
4.1 Proof Length Redution
When adding positive unit lemmas C
BU
of a bottom-up prover to the axiomatization C of a
top-down prover, a proof length redution is possible if the following situation ours. If T
is a tableau that represents a proof and sg is a literal whih has a depth smaller than n 1 of
a branh in T with depth n we an redue the proof length if

sg is uniable with a lemma
l 2 C
BU
. Hene, we are interested in the question of whether we an nd lemmas useful in
the desribed sense if we hoose C
BU
= '
BU
(fC : C is a fat; C 2 F
A;i
g) as proposed in
Setion 2. Unfortunately, even if '
BU
selets all fats in fC : C is a fat; C 2 F
A;i
g and i
is arbitrary large there is no guarantee that we an nd a useful lemma in this set. This is
even true if the bottom-up prover employs a fair heuristi.
Theorem 4.1 For eah i 2 IN there is a lause set C
i
and a fair heuristi H
i
suh that
no positive unit lemma from F
A;i
(generated by a resolution prover starting with C
i
and
employing heuristi H
i
) an redue the proof length of a proof for C
i
with CTC (CTC
neg
).
Proof: Let i be a natural number and>= ; be the ordering used for ordered resolution. For a
literal l, jlj denotes the number of symbols in l. Set C
i
= ffp(a)g; f:p(x); p(f(x))g; f:q(a)g;
f:q(b); q(a)g; fq(b)gg. Let H
i
(fl
1
; : : : ; l
n
g) =
P
n
j=1
H
L
i
(
~
l
j
), with
~
l
j
= l
j
, if l
j
is positive, and
~
l
j
=

l
j
, otherwise. Moreover,
H
L
i
(l) =
(
jlj ; l  p(t); t is a term
2 + i+ jlj ; l  q(t); t is a term.
Then it holds: For a xed parameter i, H
i
is a fair heuristi. Moreover, there are only
ME proofs of the inonsisteny of C
i
whih ontain literals with top-symbol q. F
A;i
ontains
only literals with top-symbol p, though. Hene, it is impossible that a lemma of F
A;i
is
appliable. 2
From a theoretial point of view we have again the negative result that in general useful
lemmas are not elements of F
A;i
. However, empirial studies (see Setion 5) reveal that in
the most ases useful lemmas are generated by a superposition prover. Hene, we assume
that useful lemmas are in C
BU
and heneforth examine whih lemmas|being part of a
proof|an lead to a high proof searh redution of an ME prover.
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4.2 Proof Searh Redution
The eets regarding the struture of the searh spae of a CTC (CTC
neg
) prover aused
by the use of lemmas are losely related to the utility problem (e.g., Minton, 1990) from the
area of explanation-based learning (EBL) and maro operator learning (see also Markovith
& Sott, 1993). At the rst sight, lemma use ould be interpreted as introduing new edges
into the original searh tree T beause a sub-dedution (proof of a lemma) an be redued
to one inferene by applying a lemma. This orresponds to maro operator learning or EBL
where inferene hains are generalized and disjuntively stored as new operators or onept
desriptions (e.g., Minton, 1990), respetively. We should notie, however, that the use of
lemmas does not only insert new edges but also new nodes into the searh tree. This omes
from the fat that the struture of a tableau T
1
where a lemma is applied diers from the
struture of an in other parts equal tableau T
2
where the lemma proof is \expanded". This
has no inuene on the inferenes possible with T
1
and T
2
(the edges outgoing from the
nodes v
1
and v
2
that are labeled with T
1
and T
2
, respetively) but it has an eet on the
value a ompleteness bound B assigns to the tableaux. Considering the bounds introdued
in Setion 2, T
1
an be enumerated with a resoure value whih is smaller than or equal
to that needed to enumerate T
2
. In analogy to maro operator learning and onsidering
these remarks, we now summarize the advantages and disadvantages of using lemmas in
onnetion with iterative deepening proedures.
A minor advantage of introduing a lemma is the advantage of dereasing path osts, i.e.
the osts of reproduing the inferenes needed for its proof. The major advantage of using
lemmas is that they make a restruturing of the the searh spae possible.
On the one hand, one an save the possibly high searh eort needed for proving a useful
lemma (assuming the lemma proof an be expanded within the nite segment of T to be
onsidered). On the other hand, it is possible that a losed tableau an be reahed within a
smaller resoure value (\resoure redution"). Then, the reordering eets usually allow us
to solve problems that were previously out of reah beause the searh proedure gets lost
in the (usually exponentially) larger segment of the searh tree dened by a larger resoure.
It is lear, however, that this advantage only holds if the segment of the searh tree dened
by the lower resoure value is not inreased too muh by the use of the lemmas. Considering
our searh bounds we an see that normally resoure redutions annot be guaranteed when
using superposition generated lemmas in an ME prover. When using the inferene bound
a resoure redution is guaranteed if by using lemmas a proof length redution an be
obtained. In the ase of the depth and weighted-depth bound in general not even a proof
length redution leads to a resoure redution.
Besides the positive eets of using lemmas, some negative eets also our. These
stem from an inreased redundany. The main disadvantage regarding the use of lemmas
is the inrease of the branhing rate of the searh tree. It is possible that a misleading
solution of a subgoal may be obtained that ould not be found before within a given nite
segment. Even if a resoure redution from n to n
0
< n ours it is possible that solutions of
subgoals that ould not be found with resoure n (without lemmas) an now be found with
resoure n
0
and lemmas. This an reorder the searh spae in a hardly ontrollable manner.
Considering the inferene bound in some ases tableaux whih ould not be enumerated
with resoure n an now be enumerated with lemmas. It is possible that the use of lemmas
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\spares" more than n   n
0
inferenes. If we use the depth bound it might be that in a
tableau some branhes whih an be losed in a depth greater than n without lemmas an
now be losed in a depth smaller than or equal to n
0
. Then a lot of superuous inferenes
an be introdued to the new minimal proof segment. Analogous eets take plae when
using the weighted-depth bound (espeially also when using the onguration of the bound
as desribed by Moser et al. (1997)).
Additionally, dupliations of segments of the searh spae an our. Assuming the
expanded lemma proof lies within the initial segment of T to be onsidered, the use of an
irrelevant lemma an ause a repeated exploration of parts of the searh spae whih does
not ontain a proof: Sine a superuous solution of a subgoal is found twie (via the lemma
and by performing the inferenes needed to prove the lemma) the resulting superuous
inferenes have to be performed twie, too. This disadvantage, however, an usually be
overome by using loal failure ahing (Letz et al., 1994).
Besides these eets, whih ause a restruturing of the searh spae, it is even possible
that the use of lemmas inreases the number of solutions of ertain subgoals that exists in
the whole searh tree. This is beause the use of lemmas an shadow well-known pruning
tehniques like regularity sine no regularity heks are possible in the proof of a lemma.
Furthermore, the newly introdued lemmas ause the problem that in eah inferene a
possibly large number of lemmas has to be tested in order to determine whether inferenes
are possible (appliability test). This neessitates new uniation attempts.
In summation our lemma mehanism is in general not able to produe lemmas that
lead to a proof length redution and thus to a resoure redution. Nevertheless experiene
shows that in many ases redutions of the proof length and the needed resoure an be
obtained. When a small number of lemmas is suÆient for a resoure redution the number
of inferenes whih an be spared by using lemmas an exeed the number of new superuous
inferenes by magnitudes. Thus, mehanisms are needed in order to selet relevant lemmas
from fC : C is a fat; C 2 F
A;i
g that should be inserted into C
BU
. If we an nd a rather
small lemma set whih permits a resoure redution then in almost all ases we an nd a
proof muh faster than would be possible without using lemmas (see Setion 5). Note that
the ase of a large redution of the proof length without a redution of the resoure needed
normally performs signiantly worse than the ase of a small proof length redution with
a redution of the resoure needed.
4.3 Relevany-Based Lemma Seletion
Analogous to the foregoing setion we now want to introdue some abstrat priniples for
ltering lemmas based on the disussion regarding the struture of the searh spae. Then,
we deal with onrete heuristis applied for seleting lemmas.
4.3.1 Relevany Criteria for Lemmas
Sine superposition provers employ a dierent searh sheme than ME provers and sine
they have eetive mehanisms for handling equality, we an assume that a few subgoals
whih are hard to solve (the proof neessitates a large resoure w.r.t. a given ompleteness
bound) with an ME prover an be solved with lemmas. However, when using lemmas in
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order to lose some subgoals of an open tableau the remaining open subgoals should be
easy to solve w.r.t. the given bound. Otherwise, we still annot solve the problem within a
smaller resoure. Note that we usually annot expet that all branhes of a proof an be
\shortened" by superposition-generated lemmas. Sine our lemma generation provides no
guarantee that useful lemmas are generated (see Setion 4.1) usually only a small number of
lemmas an be employed in a proof. All in all we obtain that \interesting" proofs (i.e. those
we want to nd) for an appliation of lemmas are proofs that ontain many subgoals that
are easy to solve|and an hene be solved \onventionally" within a small resoure|and
only a few hard subgoals that must be solved with lemmas. Then, we an expet that using
lemmas leads to resoure redutions. Our lter tehniques should hene try to nd lemmas
that might be part of suh proofs.
Furthermore, we should estimate how many new superuous inferenes are introdued
by a lemma. The integration of new lemmas must not inrease the branhing rate too muh.
Otherwise, the gain of a possible resoure redution is negated by the large overhead (see
Setion 4.2).
These riteria lead us to three dierent lter funtions that onentrate on ertain
aspets of relevany. The lter funtions are well-suited for all of the previously introdued
ompleteness bounds. Due to the vagueness of the lter riteria we use eah lter funtion
in order to hoose some lemmas (see Setion 5). Note that it is better to selet a few
unneessary lemmas than to omit the seletion of important ones.
4.3.2 Expansion/Contration-Based Seletion
The rst lter funtion is alled '
S
BU
. This funtion is rather simple and aims at nding
lemmas that do not lead to a high inrease of the branhing rate. '
S
BU
aomplishes this by
using knowledge obtained in the lemma generation (preproessing) phase of the bottom-up
prover. In detail, '
S
BU
selets fats with the highest value regarding a judgment funtion
 
S
BU
.
Denition 4.1 (Judgment funtion  
S
BU
)
For a positive unit l, generated in the preproessing phase, let "(l) and (l) be the numbers
of expansion and ontration inferenes, respetively, that l was involved in. Then
 
S
BU
(l) = (l)  "(l):
 
S
BU
ounts the inferenes that eah lemma andidate was involved in and rates ex-
panding inferenes negative, ontrating inferenes positive. If a fat l was often involved
in an expanding inferene like resolution or superposition, then l or many subterms of it
are uniable with (subterms of) (maximal) literals of axioms or derived lauses. Hene, if l
is added to the axiomatization of the top-down prover it an be expeted that l or ertain
desendants of it an very often take part in extension steps. Sine this leads to a high
inrease of the branhing rate we rate this negative. Of ourse, we are interested in the fat
that a lemma an be applied by the ME prover. However, sine lemmas of a superposition
prover are usually quite general most of them may be used for losing ourring subgoals.
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g(b) = f(h(b))
transitivity "="
g(b) = f(f(b)) f(f(b)) = f(h(b))
f(b) = h(b)
symmetry "=" congruence "="
f(f(b)) = g(b)
f(f(b)) = g(b)
axiom
h(b) = f(b)
h(b) = f(b)
symmetry "="
axiom
Figure 4: Simulating a superposition step with ME
Our riterion aims mainly at exluding lemmas that are appliable in too many ases and
hene introdue too many solutions of subgoals that do not lead to a refutation of the in-
put lauses. In ontrast to expanding inferenes we rate ontration inferenes positively.
Indeed, ME provers do not have ontrating inferenes. But as shown by Letz et al. (1992),
subsumption an partly be simulated by subsumption onstraints. Hene, lauses that are
able to ontrat many other lauses an support searh pruning tehniques.
4.3.3 Derivation-Based Seletion
The seond lter funtion '
D
BU
tries to selet fats that are able to lose subgoals that are
very hard to solve with a onnetion-tableau-based prover. In order to estimate this, we
onsider the derivation history of a fat. We employ this lter funtion only if equality is
involved in a problem.
Example 4.1 Let ff(f(x)) = g(x)g and fh(b) = f(b)g be axioms. Then, the lause
fg(b) = f(h(b))g an be derived by one superposition step. However, if :g(b) = f(h(b)) is
a subgoal of an ME proof, its proof is more ompliated (see Figure 4).
In general, if the superposition step is performed at a position p and jpj denotes the
depth of the position (above jpj = 1), then at most jpj + 5 inferenes are needed in order
to prove the result of suh a superposition step. The proof neessitates at most a depth of
jpj+ 3.
This example shows that the simulation of the spei equational operations of a su-
perposition prover neessitates a high depth as well as inferene resoure in an ME prover.
That is, lemmas derived by many superposition steps are able to lose subgoals that annot
be solved by an ME prover within small resoures. Hene, if suh lemmas are appliable
large resoure redutions possibly our for depth or inferene oriented bounds. The judg-
ment funtion  
D
BU
employs this riterion. Again, the lter funtion '
D
BU
selets fats with
the highest value regarding this judgment funtion.
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Denition 4.2 (Judgment funtion  
D
BU
)
For a positive unit l generated in the preproessing phase, let  
D
BU
(l) be dened by
 
D
BU
(l) =
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
0 ; l is an axiom
 
D
BU
(l
1
) +  
D
BU
(l
2
) + 1 ; l is derived by a superposition step with premises
l
1
and l
2
P
n
i=1
 
D
BU
(l
i
) ; l is derived by a non-superposition inferene
involving the literals l
1
; : : : ; l
n
(n 2 IN):
4.3.4 Complexity-Based Seletion
Our third lter funtion '
C
BU
aims at seleting lemmas that are able to solve some hard
subgoals of ME subgoal lauses suh that the resulting open subgoals an easily be solved.
Hene, the judgment funtion  
C
BU
used by '
C
BU
onsiders the sets of subgoal lauses S
B;n;C
or S
B;n;C
neg
for a ertain resoure n. For eah subgoal lause sg, if a lemma l with  
C;sg
BU
(l) > 0
exists, the lemma l with the highest judgment  
C;sg
BU
(l) is seleted until a maximal number
of lemmas is seleted (see Setion 5). This judgment is omputed as follows.
Denition 4.3 (Judgment funtion  
C;sg
BU
)
For a positive unit l generated in the preproessing phase and a subgoal lause sg =
fl
1
; : : : ; l
m
g, let  
C;sg
BU
(l) be dened in the following manner:
If no subgoal an be solved with l, i.e. :9i; 1  i  m;  :  = mgu(

l
i
; l), then  
C;sg
BU
(l) = 0.
Otherwise, let sg
U
= fu
1
; : : : ; u
k
g  sg be a set of literals and  be a substitution so that 
is most general with: 8z; 1  z  k : (

u
z
)  (l). Moreover, under all subsets of sg and
substitutions with this property, let the set sg
U
and the substitution  be a maximum of the
funtion G
sg
, dened by G
sg
(fu
1
; : : : ; u
k
g; ) =
k
1+
P
k
z=1
j(u
z
)j ju
z
j
.
1
Then, the remaining
literals of sg are sg
R
= fr
1
; : : : ; r
j
g = sg n sg
U
. Let  be a omplexity funtion, i.e.  maps
literals to [0; 1℄ and high values of  indiate that the respetive literal (subgoal) appears
to be solvable. Then,
 
C;sg
BU
(l) =
X
r2sg
R
((r)) 
X
u2sg
U
((u))  j:
We an reognize that  
C;sg
BU
(l) really rates l with a high value if many hard subgoals
(w.r.t. ) of sg an be solved with l. Moreover, l is rated with a high value if there are only
a few subgoals in the subgoal lause sg that annot be solved by lemmas and that appear
to be solvable rather easily (w.r.t. ). In our realization,  onsiders subgoals to be solvable
that are small, have a rather at term struture, and many variables in omparison with the
term size. In future we will further rene  
C;sg
BU
by expliitly onsidering the ompleteness
bound whih is used for the top-down proof searh.
1. sg
U
is a rather large set of subgoals that an be solved with l suh that not too many symbols are
introdued by the unier. This is sensible beause otherwise the possibility that the remaining subgoals
an be solved is dereased too muh.
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5. Experimental Study
In order to ondut an experimental evaluation of our integration of top-down/bottom-up
provers, we oupled two renowned provers: the ME prover Setheo and the superposition
prover Spass. We have used the version of Setheo as desribed by Moser et al. (1997).
Spass has been employed in version 0.55.
5.1 Arhiteture and Behavior of the Experimental System
Our experimental environment an be desribed as follows: Eah prover runs on its own
proessor and obtains the initial lause set C as input. We employed a rather eÆient
method to organize the preproessing. Essentially, the top-down prover generates subgoal
lauses with one of the two variants. In our environment this does not require hanges in the
top-down prover but an be performed with built-ins of the PROLOG-style input language
of Setheo. Sine Setheo employs CTC
neg
we experimented only with subgoal lauses
obtained with negative start lauses. Then, these subgoal lauses are ltered, transferred to
the bottom-up prover, and integrated into its searh state. The preproessing of the bottom-
up prover is performed in parallel with the preproessing of the top-down prover. The prover
ativates lauses with its basi heuristi until the top-down prover nishes its preproessing.
Thus, we ahieve synhronization of the provers. After that, we extrat the positive units
from the set of ative fats of Spass and lter some fats as desribed. Sine we an employ
the generated subgoal lauses of Setheo for the lter funtion '
C
BU
the generated subgoal
lauses an be used as additional input of Spass as well as for the seletion of lemmas for
Setheo. Finally, the provers proeed to takle the problem in parallel with their standard
settings. By using this environment we an ahieve ooperation by exhanging lemmas
and subgoal lauses without one onept disturbing the other. In ontrast, both onepts
support eah other beause results obtained from one preproessing an be employed in the
other.
We experimented in the light of problems stemming from the well-known problem library
TPTP v.1.2.1 (Sutlie et al., 1994; Sutlie & Suttner, 1998). In order to obtain a reliable
olletion of data, we employed all domains ontained in the TPTP as our test set. Beause
these domains over a wide range of very dierent problems we assume that this is a reliable
test set.
Sine the TPTP ontains too many problems to list and disuss the runtimes of single
problems, we will present an overview of the number of solved problems in the TPTP
library. Furthermore, we study in whih domains ooperation is espeially important and
deal with the main features responsible for this. In addition we study the results in three
domains in more detail to give an impression for the derease in run time. This onerns
the domains CAT (ategory theory), LDA (LD-algebras), and COL (ombinatory logi).
The problems in the domains CAT and LDA ontain equality as well as non-Horn lauses.
COL is a Horn-equality domain.
In detail, the parameters of our experimental system are: The subgoal lause andidates
were generated in suh a way that for variant 1 we employed the resoure k = 10 whih
performed best in the experiments. The use of higher resoures did not yield better results.
We limited the set of subgoal lauses by N
sg
= 500. For variant 2 we employed k
1
= k
2
= 9
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as resoures. As start lauses for an adaptive renement we seleted N
ref
= 5 subgoal
lauses. These parameters allowed the eÆient generation of all subgoal lauses within
the initial segments of the searh tree. Usually with this method at most 500 subgoal
lauses were generated, i.e. about the same number as when employing variant 1. For the
seletion of subgoal lauses that are to be transmitted to Spass we used domain-dependent
parameters. For CAT, COL, and LDA we used 100 lauses. In the other domains in
preliminary experiments the use of 30 lauses ahieved the best results.
The bottom-up lemmas were seleted via the funtions '
S
BU
, '
D
BU
, and '
C
BU
. We seleted
with eah of the funtions a maximum of 10 lauses.
The setting of Setheo was automatially hosen as desribed by Moser et al. (1997).
The Spass standard heuristi essentially selets lauses of the smallest size. Periodially,
lauses are seleted with breadth-rst searh.
5.2 Experimental Results
In the following we ompare the results of our ooperative prover with the single provers.
This omparison is performed regarding the whole TPTP library. After that, we analyze
runtimes in few seleted domains of TPTP.
5.2.1 Comparison of different variants in the TPTP
Table 1 presents results of our experiments. It shows the number of solved hard problems
in ertain domains of TPTP. Solved means that a proof ould be found within 300 seonds.
We onsider a problem to be hard if neither Spass nor Setheo are able to solve it within
10 seonds. The table only presents the results of suh domains where hard problems exist
and where at least one hard problem ould be solved by any of the onsidered variants.
Note that the table annot give hints on the power of the single provers. This is beause it
does not give the omplete number of problems whih an be solved by eah single prover in
the whole domain. Sine many non-hard problems are in the TPTP this number is usually
muh higher than the number of solved hard problems. Nevertheless, the table is suÆient
for analyzing the performane of our ooperative system sine only the hard problems are
interesting for studying the potential of ooperation.
Column 1 of the table displays the name of the domain. Columns 2 and 3 present the
number of solved problems of Spass and Setheo (on a SPARCstation-20/712) when work-
ing alone. Column 4 shows the number of solved problems of Spass when it obtains subgoal
lauses from Setheo whih are generated regarding variant 2. This variant performs better
than variant 1 (see also the following subsetion). Column 5 displays the number of solved
problems of Setheo when it obtains bottom-up generated lemmas from Spass. In that
ase we always employed variant 2 for generating subgoal lauses (reall that the seletion
of lemmas depends on the way how subgoal lauses are generated). Column 6 gives the
number of solved problems of a ompetitive version of Spass and Setheo in order to show
that our ooperative prover is indeed muh more powerful than a simple ompetitive parallel
prover. Finally, in olumn 7 we an nd the number of solved problems of our ooperative
system.
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domain Spass Setheo adaptive lemma ompetitive ooperative
ANA 0 2 2 2 2 4
BOO 4 3 5 4 5 6
CAT 6 4 11 8 7 14
CIV 1 0 1 0 1 1
COL 2 10 2 14 12 16
GEO 7 10 8 11 14 15
GRP 30 1 36 3 30 38
HEN 7 5 9 7 10 12
LCL 25 8 26 9 30 31
LDA 5 1 9 1 6 9
NUM 1 0 1 0 1 1
PLA 3 2 3 2 3 3
RNG 4 6 4 6 9 9
ROB 2 1 3 1 3 3
SET 21 24 24 35 39 48
SYN 0 0 1 0 0 1
118 77 145 103 172 211
Table 1: Integration of top-down/bottom-up approahes by ooperative provers: solved
hard problems
The results reveal the high potential of our approah to signiantly improve on single
provers. Spass is only able to solve 55.9% of the problems whih an be solved by oop-
eration, Setheo an only solve 36.5%. Competition of provers is very suessful beause
of the very dierent behavior of the provers. But even a ompetitive prover onsisting of
Spass and Setheo an only solve 81.5% of the problems solvable by ooperation. Hene,
ooperation is really important in order to inrease the suess rate. When integrating sub-
goal lauses into Spass its solvability rate is inreased by 22.9%. In the most ases subgoal
lauses take part in the searh proess and an help to reorder the searh in a favorable
manner. The use of lemmas inreases Setheo's performane by 33.8%. The inrease of
the solvability rate of Setheo is really due to ourring resoure redutions. In almost all
ases where a substantial speed-up is obtained we ould nd a proof with a smaller resoure.
Then, the lemmas are used as expeted, i.e. they are able to lose subgoals that our after
few inferenes and whose ME proof would require many inferenes.
When taking a loser look at the results we an reognize the following. A prover
whih already shows a rather satisfatory behavior in a spei domain an often prot
from others. Cooperation an entail that other hard problems an additionally be solved.
However, if a prover is not suitable for a ertain domain then ooperation will normally not
result in a signiant inrease of its performane. Beause of the fat that Setheo and
Spass show a very dierent behavior in the most ases at least one prover an be improved
in a ertain domain.
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It is interesting to nd out whether ertain harateristis of problems lead to a high
or low performane of the ooperative system. We examine whether the harateristis
\a domain ontains equality" and \a domain ontains non-Horn problems" inuene the
performane. First, we should note that these harateristis do not ompletely determine
the performane of the ooperative system. There are gains of eÆieny for all kinds of
problem, regardless of the type of lauses ourring in the problems. But we an at least
observe some tendenies.
Firstly, we an observe that the ooperation approah is espeially well-suited for prob-
lems ontaining equality. The best results are obtained in the domains CAT, GRP, and
SET whih ontain many problems with equality. When analyzing proof runs we an nd
two reasons for this. In suh domains Spass is able to support Setheo beause it has muh
stronger inferenes for handling equality than Setheo. Spass an often derive \diÆult"
lemmas with few inferenes, i.e. lemmas whose derivation would require many inferenes
by Setheo. Setheo an support Spass beause it is able to make transformations of the
proof goal that Spass annot perform beause of its xed ordering used for superposition.
This an inrease the exibility of the proof searh performed by Spass.
Seondly, we onsider whether the fat that a domain ontains mostly Horn or non-Horn
problems inuenes the performane of the ooperation approah. Considering the domains
where the ooperation approah ould suessfully be applied we an notie that suesses
ould be obtained for Horn (e.g., COL) as well as non-Horn domains (e.g., SET). In the
domains where no hard problems ould be solved (neither sequentially nor with ooperation)
often the perentage of non-Horn lauses is rather high (note that these domains do not
appear in the table). The main reason for this, however, appears to be that the single
provers show a weak performane in these domains. A strong relationship between the
performane of the ooperative prover and the fat whether a problem is Horn or non-Horn
ould not really be found in the experiments.
5.2.2 Analysis of runtimes in seleted domains
Up to now we only onsidered the number of solved problems. In addition, it is interesting
to analyze whether the use of subgoal lauses or lemmas an speed-up the proof searh in
general, i.e. also for problems that an be solved by single provers. Short run times are
espeially important if theorem provers are used within interative prover environments.
We restrit ourselves to the three domains CAT, COL, and LDA and are going to analyze
the runtimes in more detail.
Table 2 presents the runtimes when takling hard problems of the three test domains. We
omitted all problems that ould neither be solved by a single prover when working alone, nor
by any of the ooperation variants. Column 1 of the table displays the name of the problem.
Columns 2 and 3 present the runtimes of Spass and Setheo (on a SPARCstation-20/712)
when working alone, olumns 4 and 5 the runtimes of Spass when it obtains subgoal lauses
from Setheo whih are generated regarding variants 1 and 2, respetively. Note that the
runtimes inlude the generation and seletion time of subgoal lauses, and the transmission
to Spass. Column 6 displays the runtime of Setheo if it obtains bottom-up generated
lemmas from Spass. In that ase we always employed variant 2 for generating subgoal
lauses. Also these runtimes inlude the preproessing of Spass and the transmission and
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problem Spass Setheo inferene-based adaptive lemma ompetitive ooperative
LDA005-2 279s { 265s 8s { 279s 8s
LDA006-2 276s { 304s 10s { 276s 10s
LDA007-1 16s 366s 19s 21s 311s 16s 21s
LDA007-2 { 50s 7s 7s 14s 50s 7s
LDA009-2 { { { 24s { { 24s
LDA010-1 { { { 9s { { 9s
LDA010-2 { { { 26s { { 26s
LDA011-1 54s { 58s 9s { 54s 9s
LDA011-2 21s { 35s 7s { 21s 7s
CAT001-1 { { { { 9s { 9s
CAT001-3 134s 32s 6s 6s 11s 32s 6s
CAT001-4 33s 11s 5s 5s 6s 11s 5s
CAT002-2 { { { { 98s { 98s
CAT003-1 { { { { 38s { 38s
CAT004-3 { 23s { 9s 10s 23s 9s
CAT008-1 91s 126s 6s 6s 48s 91s 6s
CAT009-1 { { 10s 10s { { 10s
CAT009-3 { { { 29s 17s { 17s
CAT009-4 53s { 47s 50s { 53s 50s
CAT010-1 { { 11s 9s { { 9s
CAT011-3 17s { 12s 12s { 17s 12s
CAT014-3 18s { 11s 11s { 18s 11s
CAT018-3 { { { 74s { { 74s
COL003-2 { { { { 494s { 494s
COL003-3 { 60s { { 54s 60s 54s
COL003-4 { 19s { { 35s 19s 35s
COL003-5 { { { { 100s { 100s
COL003-7 { 285s { { 32s 285s 32s
COL003-9 { 27s { { 21s 27s 21s
COL034-1 { 60s { { 70s 60s 70s
COL036-1 { 108s { { 106s 108s 106s
COL037-1 { 110s { { 36s 110s 36s
COL038-1 { 110s { { 108s 110s 108s
COL041-1 { 39s { { 38s 39s 38s
COL042-2 { { { { 48s { 48s
COL042-3 { { { { 81s { 81s
COL042-4 { { { { 52s { 52s
COL057-1 { 12s { { 8s 12s 8s
COL060-1 46s { 20s 20s { 46s 20s
COL061-1 46s { 17s 16s { 46s 16s
32.5% 40.0% 40.0% 55.0% 62.5% 62.5% 100%
Table 2: Integration of top-down/bottom-up approahes by ooperative provers: runtimes
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integration of the lemmas. Column 7 gives the runtime of a ompetitive version of Spass
and Setheo (minimum of the runtimes of olumns 2 and 3). Finally, in olumn 8 we an
nd the runtime of our ooperative system (minimum of the runtimes of olumns 5 and 6).
The entry \{" means that the problem ould not be solved within 1000 seonds.
Sine all domains ontain equality the results are better than the results over the whole
TPTP. Our ooperative prover an solve all listed problems, whereas Spass is only able to
solve 32.5%, Setheo only 40.0%. A ompetitive prover onsisting of Spass and Setheo
an merely solve 62.5% of the problems. Not only the suess rate but also the runtimes
are learly improved when using a ooperative prover. The runtimes are often dereased by
substantial fators (in spite of the fat that running the two provers in parallel onsumes
twie as muh total CPU time).
When studying the runtimes and proofs obtained by Setheo we an observe the follow-
ing. If speed-ups of Setheo are really due to ourring resoure redutions, in almost all
ases a substantial speed-up is obtained. Sometimes|for instane in the COL domain|we
have the situation where no resoure redution takes plae but reordering eets allow nd-
ing proofs faster. In this situation, the speed-ups are low. Let us take a loser look at the
runtimes of Spass when using subgoal lauses. When onsidering the results of variant 1,
the results show that a naive and uninformed generation of subgoal lauses usually does not
entail muh gain. So, only 40% of the problems an be solved using this variant. Variant 2,
however, shows quite a satisfatory behavior. Hene, an intelligent generation of a subgoal
lause pool really does strongly inuene the eÆieny.
6. Disussion
Integration of top-down and bottom-up provers by employing ooperation is very promising
in the eld of automated dedution. Due to ertain strengths and weaknesses of provers
following dierent paradigms, tehniques that try to ombine the strengths by ooperation
an allow an improvement of the dedutive system. Our approah of ombining top-down
and bottom-up provers by proessing top-down generated subgoal lauses in a bottom-up
prover ahieves this ombination by introduing goal-orientation into a bottom-up prover
thus ombining strong redundany ontrol mehanisms and goal-direted searh. The use
of bottom-up generated lemmas in a top-down prover an ontribute to signiantly redue
proof lengths suh that proofs an be found with smaller resoures.
Related approahes for supporting top-down by bottom-up inferene also mainly aimed
at employing bottom-up reated lemmas in a top-down prover. Similar to our method by
Shumann (1994) and Fuhs (1998a, 1999) lemmas are reated in a preproessing phase and
the input lauses are augmented by these formulas. The main dierene of these approahes
and our approah is the kind of the used lemmas. There, the ME inferene mehanism is
used in order to generate lemmas. This has the advantage that in some ases|in ontrast
to our tehnique|proof length or resoure redutions are guaranteed. However, the lemma
mehanisms used by Fuhs (1998b, 1998a, 1999) generate quite \easy" lemmas. Hene, their
potential w.r.t. the size of the resoure redution is limited.
Other approahes try to dynamially reate unit lemmas during the proof run of the
ME prover (Astrahan & Stikel, 1992; Iwanuma, 1997; Astrahan & Loveland, 1997).
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After eah suessful solution of a subgoal a lemma might be generated and added to the
input lauses. The aim of this kind of lemma generation is to produe lemmas that are
able to redue the searh amount by eliminating repeated sub-dedutions. One ritiism
regarding this kind of lemma generation is the fat that it is unlear whether or not useful
lemmas an be generated. There is no guarantee that lemmas an be produed during
the proof run whih an ontribute to a proof, i.e. whih an be \re-used". Furthermore,
as already mentioned, the generated lemmas are usually not as general as possible due to
instantiations oming from the solutions of subgoals previously solved. This an redue
the appliability of a lemma although the \generalized" proof ould be re-used for refuting
the input lauses. Thus, although some hard problems ould only be solved with suh
lemma tehniques (see Astrahan & Loveland, 1997), no stable suess has been reported
over a large set of problems. The main disadvantages of all approahes whih only aim
at supporting top-down provers originate from the fat that in some domains, espeially if
equality is involved, superposition-based provers learly outperform ME provers. Thus, in
suh domains it may be more sensible to develop tehniques in order to support the more
powerful bottom-up prover than the weaker top-down prover.
In order to improve bottom-up proof searh by using top-down performed inferenes the
following approahes have been employed. Firstly, again one prover (the bottom-up prover)
is assisted by lauses derived from another prover (the top-down prover). The approah
from Sutlie (1992) uses lemmas generated by a guided linear dedution system (and not
subgoal lauses) in order to support resolution-based provers. Due to the lak of goal ori-
entation (as desribed in Setion 2.2) this method ould not yield onvining results in
pratie. Seondly, there are approahes to make bottom-up provers more goal-direted by
foring them to work only with some relevant lauses whih are deteted by top-down al-
ulations. The methods desribed by Banilhon et al. (1986), Stikel (1994), and Hasegawa
et al. (1997) transform a set of lauses into another lause set whih is then evaluated in a
bottom-up manner. The spei transformation provides a ombination of top-down and
bottom-up proessing and prunes the bottom-up evaluation to relevant lauses (whih bear
a onnetion to a proof goal). Thus, obviously the bottom-up proof searh beomes more
goal oriented. Also the method desribed by Loveland et al. (1995) provides a relevany
testing for bottom-up alulations. Based on top-down proof attempts the relevany of
a lause is dynamially determined during the bottom-up alulation. In ontrast to our
method in these approahes the bottom-up prover has to takle the whole proof task. Our
approah for using top-down generated subgoal lauses in a bottom-up prover does not
provide a relevany testing of bottom-up inferene but supports the bottom-up inferene
proess by simplifying the original goal. Thus, the proof length may be shortened. Further-
more, parts of the searh spae of the bottom-up prover, whih ontain relevant lauses but
may be diÆult to enumerate, an be traversed by a single inferene whih provides large
searh redutions.
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